Abstract. Let A"{a, b) = {ban+(a-l)/b)2+4an with n > 1 and ¿>|a-l . If W is a finite set of primes such that for each n > 1 there exists some q £W for which the Legendre symbol {A"{a, b)/q) ^ -1 , we call <£ a quadratic residue cover (QRC) for the quadratic fields K"{a, b) = Q{^jA"{a, b)). It is shown how the existence of a QRC for any a, b can be used to determine lower bounds on the class number of K"{a, b) when A"{a, b) is the discriminant of K"{a, b). Also, QRCs are computed for all 1 < a, b < 10000 .
Introduction
In [11] Shanks introduced the interesting sequence S" = (2" + 3)2-8 = (2" +1 )2 + 2"+2 . Shanks discovered this sequence by tabulating the class number h of the quadratic fields Qi\fdk), where dk = k2 -8 < 104, fc > 1, and dk is prime. He noticed that the only value of dk in his table such that h ^ 1 is dk = 4481. On further analysis he deduced that the class number h" of the quadratic fields Q(VS^) (4481 = S(¡) for prime values of Sn tend to be large as n increases. For example, if n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, the class number of Q(v^) is 1, but Shanks was unable to find another value of n for which this is true; in fact, hi = 3, hXo = 9, hxx = 11, hx2 = 27. Also, since Sj, Sg are odd, composite and squarefree, their corresponding class numbers must be divisible by 2 (see Theorem 3.1 below).
Recently, Mollin and Williams [8] were able to prove that hn = 1 for squarefree Sn only for n = 1,2,3,4,5.
The proof was elementary and depended upon the easily established fact that the Legendre symbol (5"/127) = 1 for all n > 0. We point out here that the proof could also be made to work if we had used any finite set of primes ^ such that for any n > 0, we have (Sn/q) = 1 for some q eW. We used W = {127} , but it is easy to show that if W = {5, 7, 13, 17, 241} , then for any n > 0 we get iSn/q) = 1 for some q G W. This is because (5"/5) = 1 when n = 2 (mod 4) ; (5"/7) = 1 when n = 0 (mod 3) ; (S"/13) = 1 when « = 1,11 (mod 12) ; (5*"/17) = 1 when « = 0,1,4,7 (mod 8) ; and (5"/241) = 1 when « = 5, 19 (mod 24). Notice that the integers are completely covered by the various congruences modulo 4, 3, 12, 8, 24 ; that is, for any integer « , one of these congruences must hold.
If, for some function / such that /: Z-° -» Z-°, we have a finite set of primes ^ such that for any « G Z-° we get (/(«)/<?) ¿-1 for some q e W, v/e call f a quadratic residue cover (QRC) for /. If Kn = QiVJTnJ) and W is a QRC for /, we will say that f is a QRC for the fields £" (« = 0,1,2,...).
Thus, we have seen that either {127} or {5,7, 13, 17,241} is a QRC for the fields Q(v^) (« = 0, 1, 2, ...). The purpose of this paper is to generalize Shanks's sequence and show how a computer can be enlisted to search for quadratic residue covers for such sequences. It will also be shown that in certain cases these covers can be used to establish a lower bound on the growth of the class number of the real quadratic fields corresponding to these sequences. In order to do this, we must first provide a review of some of the properties of real quadratic fields.
Real quadratic fields
The results given here concerning real quadratic fields are well known. They can be found, for example, in Williams and Wunderlich [13] and Cohn [1] . Let a" be a squarefree positive integer and w = (cr -1 + Vd)/o , where 1 when d = 2, 3 (mod 4), 2 when d = 1 (mod 4).
The discriminant A of K = QiVd) is.given by A = (2/cr)2a', and if [a, ß] denotes the module {ax + ßy \ x, y G Z} , then the maximal order Or of K is given by Ok = [1, to] . If a G K, we use â to denote the conjugate of a, and Nia) to denote the value of aa, the norm of a. A primitive ideal a is said to be reduced if it does not contain any nonzero element a such that \a\ < N(a) and |ö| < -/V(a). is the continued fraction expansion of a. One of the important uses for continued fractions in the theory of real quadratic fields is illustrated in Since by Theorem 2.1 there can only be a finite number of reduced ideals of Qk , and since all the am are reduced, we see that the sequence of reduced ideals ai, n2, a3, ... , am ,... produced by the continued fraction expansion must be purely periodic; that is, there must exist a minimal fc G Z>0 such that »fe+i = »i. We call fc the period length of the continued fraction expansion of a. In the case of the principal ideal class, we can put ai = Ok = [1, co] and use 7t to denote this period length. If e0 is the fundamental unit of K and R i= logen) is the regulator of K, then by a result of Pen and Skubenko [9] , we have R > fclog</>, where </> = (1 + \ß)/2. Thus, if « is the class number of K, we see that if C is the total number of reduced ideals in K, then (2.1) C<Rh/log(fr.
An ideal of
We should also mention that if p is any odd rational prime, we have Also from Halter-Koch [2] , the value of £o is given by (3.1) eo = aß", where a = ioiba" + (a -l)/b) + 2v/Ä)/(2ff), ß = ioiba" + a + 1) + 22>v/Ä)/(2cra).
In the case of these values for A, suppose that p < VA/2 is a prime such that p ¿ a and (A//?) = 0, 1. If p is a prime ideal divisor of (/?), we get /V(p) = p . It follows that since p is a primitive ideal, p must be reduced by Theorem 2.1. If h = 1, then p must be principal; but, since all the reduced principal ideals must have norms which are powers of a , this is impossible. For A = Sn , we see that if 127 < y/Ä/2, then h" > 1 . Since S" > (2 • 127)2 = 64516 for « > 8, Sj is composite, and «6 = 3 , we get hn > 1 for all squarefree S" with « > 6. Notice that we could also use our other ^ here because we know that there always exists some prime p < 241 such that (S"/p) = 1 ; hence, hn > 1 whenever ■s/S~n~/2 > 241, which occurs when « > 9. This illustrates how QRCs can be used to establish this kind of class number result. If we consider the case of a being composite, let q be any prime divisor of a such that q2 < a. It is clear in this case that {<?} is a QRC for the fields K"(a, b). We will use the notation £?(a, b) = S?, where & is some set, to denote that ^ is a QRC for K"(a, b) ; no uniqueness is to be attributed, then, to the use of the symbol ^(a, b), as several different sets could qualify for a £f(a, b). We have already seen in the case of Sn that W{2, 1) = {127} or {5, 7, 13, 17,241}. Thus we see that f (a, b) = {q} if q\a and q2 < a. If a is a prime and a gWia, b), then because of the finiteness condition on f(a, b), there must exist some minimal / G Z>0 such that a1 = 1 (mod q)
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The following theorem shows why it is useful to try to find a %ia,b) with a minimal /.
We first point out, however, that all of our results concerning the class number of K"(a, b) are contingent upon the discriminant K"(a, b) being A"(a, b).
To this end, we define «"(a, b) only when A"(a, b) is odd and squarefree, or
A"(a, b) = 0 (mod 4) and A"(a, b)/4 is squarefree.
Theorem 3.2. Let q be any prime such that id/q) = 1. If no power of a appears as the norm of a reduced principal ideal of QiVd), then « > log A/(2 log #). Proof. Since id/q) = 1, there must exist some prime ideal q which divides (<?) such that ./V(q) = q . Since qh is a primitive, principal ideal and ./V*(qA) = qh , we cannot have qh as a reduced principal ideal; hence, by Theorem 2.1 we have 2qh > VA. D , we see that for any prime value of a or a = 1, we can never have a QRC for K" = Q(-v/a2(2« + l)2 + 4a).
Also, we have seen that in the case of Shanks's sequence S", we can very easily show that «" > 1 for « > 6 when S" is squarefree. That is, we have a simple, parametric family of fields for which we know all the squarefree members with « = 1. There are many cases of parametric families of fields for which this is very difficult to determine. Consider, for example, d" = (2« + l)2 + 4. By using results of Kim, Leu, and Ono [3] , we can only assert that we know all the values of « (0,1,2, 3, 6, 8) such that « = 1 for this family, with the possible exception of one other value. The existence of this other value « , however, would violate the Extended Riemann Hypothesis. Many other results of this type can be found in Mollin and Williams [7] , and this same kind of analysis can be used on our K"(a, b) fields. We make use of the analytic class number formula Hence, by (3.4) and (3.5),
The result of Theorem 3.3 is certainly better than that of Corollary 3.2.1, but it is a conditional result only and depends upon deep analytic results. Corollary 3.2.1, on the other hand, is not conditional (given a certain %ia,b)) and is elementary. As an example, we point out that for Sn we have a cover C7(2, 1) = {127} and «">(«-l)/7. Thus, if « > 70001, we know that «" > 10000 unconditionally. By Theorem 3.3 we would get «" > 10000 for « > 32, with one possible exception. In §5 we will show how to use the computer to narrow this gap between 70001 and 32.
A SEARCH TECHNIQUE FOR QRCs AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
We first point out that if we are attempting to find a ffjia, b) for K"(a, b), we may assume that b2 < a -1. This follows from Theorem 4.1. If ff is an I-QRC for the fields K"(a, b), then it is also an l-QRL for the fields K"(a, (a -l)/¿>). 
for any q eff. Since (Am(a, b)/q') ^ -1 for some a' G ff, we get (A'"/a') -I. D
While we are not able to provide a proof that for some / a ff¡ia,b) always exists for K"(a, b), we can provide a simple heuristic reason for believing that this is the case. Let dim) denote the number of divisors of m, and let JVk denote the set {0, 1, 2, 3, ... , fc -1}. It is a well-known result of Sylvester that if Sk is the set of distinct prime factors of ak -1, then \( §k\ > a"(fc) -1.
Also, if a G ¿fit, the distinct values for A"(a, b) modulo q can occur only for « G jVk . Now for any prime a G Sk, it seems reasonable to assume that the probability that (A"(a, b)/q) 9= -1 is about \ . Thus, we would expect that if vk = \@k\ and 2Vk is much larger than fc (= yvk\), then @k is likely to be a possibility for ff¡{a,b) with / = fc. Notice that if fc = 2tlK, where k is an odd prime, we have d(k) = 2p + 2. In this case, the ratio 2v"/k > 22"+2-'/2'ík: = 2"+x/k.
Thus, if k = 3 (say), we would not expect to have a large value for p before we found a ff¡ia, b) with / = 3• 2ß . In fact, in a preliminary computer run we found that for all prime values of a < 200, there exists a ff¡ia, b) for each b which divides a -1 with / = 2^ or 3 • 2ß and p < 4. Also, for these covers the maximum value of \ff¡ia, b)\ is 6.
Encouraged by the success of this preliminary run, we ran a second program which attempted to find covers ff¡ia, b) with smaller / values. For a given pair (a, b) and a value of fc, the program first determined (3k and Jik . For each prime a G (Sk the values of m such that (Aw(a, b)/q) ^ -1 were determined and deleted from those in JVk . When a a-value caused elements to be deleted from jVk , it was added to a set ffk , previously initialized to 0 . If, at some point, Jkk = 0, then ffk is a fc-QRC for K"(a, b). The program attempted to find fc-QRCs for fc = 1, 2', 2'/c , where k is an odd prime. For values of fc of the form 2' or 2'k , the program would initialize fc to either 2 or k and then continue to double fc until either a cover was found or \ffk\ > 8. This value of 8 was chosen in order to terminate what might otherwise be a long and likely fruitless attempt to find a cover with a small value of /. Our previous experience indicated that if an /-QRC exists for K"(a, Z?),then \ff¡ia, b)\ tends to be small. The smallest value of fc of the forms mentioned above such that ffk is a cover was recorded, and then the program tried to reduce the number of elements in ffk by testing every possible subset of it in order to find one with the minimal number of elements which was still a cover. This minimal cover was used for ff¡ia, b). The program was written in MAPLE and tested on A"(a, b) for all prime values of a such that 2 < a < 10,000 and all values of b such that b \ a -1, b > 1, b2 < a-1. No attempt was made to eliminate values of A"(a, b) which have square factors. In under a week of run time in background on a SUN-4 computer, a cover was found for K"(a, b) for every possible pair (a, b) under consideration. Curiously, the largest value of / which was found is 22 for 22(7, 1) = {23, 1123, 293459, 10746341}.
In Table 4 .1 we give the number of covers found for the various values of / recorded by the program. The largest value of \ff¡ia, b)\ found in our run is 5 for frh(4253,4) = {5, 7, 13,31,769}.
The largest element in any of our covers is q = 89154834341167002940792447441
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The remarkable feature of this run is that a cover was always found, and found for a relatively small value of /. Furthermore, there was no tendency for the value of / to increase with increasing values of a (as one would tend to expect by our heuristic). Indeed, some of the covers with large /-value such as «2o(5, 1), «fc(7, 1), «,3(17, 2), «,7(43, 3), «,9(43, 6) occurred when a is relatively small. In view of Corollary 3.2.1 it is also of some interest to investigate the possible existence of strict QRCs or SQRCs. These are quadratic residue covers ffia, b) such that for any « > 0 there must exist some p G ffia, b) for which (A"(a, b)/p) = 1. The argument used above also suggests that an /-SQRC should always exist for any K"(a, b). We modified our program to search for /-SQRCs for K"(a, b) for a, b in the same range as before. In under two weeks of background run time we found an /-SQRC for every possible pair (a, b) in our range. Once again the /-values did not get very large, the largest being 28 for ff2%(^>, 1). We summarize these results in Table 4 .2. The largest value for |«/(a, b)\ in this run is once again 5, but it occurred for 5 different covers. Also, as observed earlier, there was no tendency for / to increase with increasing values of a .
Given these phenomena and our heuristic, it does not seem unreasonable to make the following Conjecture. For any prime value of a and any b such that b \ a -1 and b > 1, there always exists for some I an I-QRC for K"ia,b).
We have already found all of the squarefree elements of Shanks's sequence S" for which hn = 1. We can now go somewhat further, as we can bound from below the value of «"(a, b). In fact, we can easily establish the following result. Proof. By using the /-values determined by our program and the bound of Corollary 3.2.1, we can easily establish an upper bound on d for « to be 1. Most of the a"-values below this bound can be easily eliminated by finding a small prime q such that q / p, q < \fd/2, and id/q) = 0,1. The few remaining numbers can be tested by evaluating « for QiVd). D
A refinement
As pointed out in §3, the result of Corollary 3.2.1 gives us an unconditional lower bound on «"(a, b), but the bound is not a very good one. In this section we will discuss a method by which this bound can be improved. Our technique is elementary, unconditional, and can easily be implemented on a computer.
Suppose that we have a set of primes P = {px, p2, ... , pk} such that if /?, G P, then Pi < VÄ/2 and (A//?,) = 1. Consider the set N made up of integers « < VÄ/2 such that each distinct prime divisor of « is in P. We can prove where e,-and /J (/' = 1, 2, ... , fc) satisfy (1) and (2) above and e¡ + ft > 1. If B = log(v/A/2), then x G S^iB). Thus, the total number of sets of pairs ie,■, f¡) (z = 1, 2,... , fc) satisfying (1), (2) and e¡ + f > 1 is given by 2k\<¥kiB)\. If we were to allow the j th component of x to be such that e}+ f = 0, then the number of sets of pairs id, f) ii = 1,2, ... ,k) satisfying (1), (2) and et + fi > I (z* # ;'), eJ = fj = °. is ëiven °y 2*-1|3E_I(*-(»i-u;y))|.
It follows that the total number of sets of pairs {e¡, fi) (z = 1, 2, ... , fc) satisfying (1), (2) , and (3) must exceed k 2k\ZrkiB -Wk)\ + 2k'x £ \9r-xiB -iWk -w}))\ 7=1 >^{B-Wk)k-xiB + ik-l)Wk)
by (5.1).
We have shown, then, that
O^iB-Wrf-'iB + ik-lWk).
Thus, by using (2.1), we can prove We will now apply this result to our fields K"(a, b). By (3.2) we get /A"(a, b) < ib2a" +a+ l)/b < an+x ; /> thus, from (3.5) we find that (5.2) R<in + l)2loga. Also, log(v/A/2) > nloga + logb -log2 > (« -l)loga.
Hence, by Theorem 5.2 we have hnia,b)>1^£^^^iin-l)loga-Wk)k-xiin-l)loga + ik-l)Wk).
Since, for a > x > y > 0, we get We now illustrate how (5.3) can be used to improve a bound given by Theorem 3.1. As we mentioned in §3, h" = «"(2, 1) > 10000 for « > 70001.
By a simple computer search it is easy to establish that for each « such that 0 < « < 70000, there exist 6 distinct primes < 163 such that iS"/p) = 1 for any of these 6 primes /?. Since we know that iS"/2) = (S«/127) = 1, we may assume that fc = 6, A = log(2 • 127 • 149 • 151 • 157 • 163), 5 = log21ogl271ogl491ogl511ogl571ogl63. Thus, by (5.3), we find that «" > 10000 for « > 257. Now for each « such that 0 < « < 256, there exist 8 distinct primes < 131 such that iS"/p) = 1 for any of these 8 primes; thus, we can put fc = 8, 
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